
Buenos Aires Travel Guide: Unveiling the
City's Best Kept Secrets
Buenos Aires is a city that never sleeps, a vibrant metropolis where the
streets pulse with life and the tango flows through the air. But beyond the
iconic landmarks and bustling avenues, there's a hidden side to Buenos
Aires, a world of secret speakeasies, hidden libraries, and enchanting
neighborhoods that few tourists ever discover.

In this travel guide, we'll take you on a journey through the hidden heart of
Buenos Aires, revealing its best kept secrets and providing you with the
local knowledge you need to experience the city like a true insider. So put
on your comfortable shoes, grab a map, and prepare to be amazed by the
hidden wonders that await you in this captivating city.
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Secret Speakeasies

Buenos Aires has a long and storied history of speakeasies, dating back to
the Prohibition era in the United States. These hidden bars were once a
haven for those who wanted to indulge in forbidden cocktails, and many of
them remain in operation today, offering a glimpse into the city's past.

One of the most famous speakeasies in Buenos Aires is The Harrison
Speakeasy, located in the trendy Palermo neighborhood. This Prohibition-
themed bar is hidden behind an unmarked door, and once you step inside,
you'll be transported to a world of dim lighting, vintage décor, and classic
cocktails.

Another popular speakeasy is Frank's Bar, located in the Recoleta
neighborhood. This intimate bar is known for its impressive collection of
whiskey and its live jazz music. If you're looking for a truly unique
speakeasy experience, head to The Library Bar, located in the San Telmo
neighborhood. This hidden bar is disguised as a library, and you'll need to
make a reservation to get in.

Hidden Libraries

Buenos Aires is home to a number of hidden libraries, which are a must-
visit for book lovers and architecture enthusiasts alike. These libraries are
often tucked away in unexpected places, and they offer a tranquil escape
from the hustle and bustle of city life.

One of the most beautiful hidden libraries in Buenos Aires is the El Ateneo
Grand Splendid, located in the Recoleta neighborhood. This former
theater has been converted into a stunning bookstore, and it's considered
one of the most beautiful bookstores in the world.



Another hidden gem is the Librería de Ávila, located in the San Telmo
neighborhood. This charming bookstore is housed in a 19th-century
mansion, and it has a vast collection of books on Argentine history and
culture.

If you're looking for a more modern hidden library, head to the Malba
Library, located in the Palermo neighborhood. This contemporary library is
home to a collection of over 100,000 books on art, design, and architecture.

Charming Neighborhoods

Buenos Aires is a city of neighborhoods, each with its own unique character
and charm. While the city center is home to many of the city's most popular
tourist attractions, it's worth venturing out to the charming neighborhoods
that lie beyond.

One of the most popular neighborhoods in Buenos Aires is Palermo, which
is known for its trendy boutiques, art galleries, and restaurants. Palermo is
also home to the Palermo Woods, a large park that's perfect for a leisurely
stroll or a picnic.

Another charming neighborhood is La Boca, which is known for its colorful
houses and its lively tango scene. La Boca is also home to the Caminito, a
pedestrian street that's lined with street art and tango dancers.

If you're looking for a more bohemian neighborhood, head to San Telmo,
which is known for its antique shops, art galleries, and cobblestone streets.
San Telmo is also home to the Plaza Dorrego, a popular square that's often
filled with tango dancers and street performers.

Local Experiences



The best way to experience Buenos Aires is to immerse yourself in the
local culture. Here are a few local experiences that you shouldn't miss:

Attend a tango show. Tango is the national dance of Argentina, and
there's no better way to experience it than at a live show. There are
many different tango shows to choose from in Buenos Aires, so you're
sure to find one that suits your taste.

Visit a local market. Buenos Aires has a number of vibrant local
markets, where you can find everything from fresh produce to
handmade crafts. The San Telmo Market is a particularly popular
market, and it's a great place to soak up the local atmosphere.

Take a cooking class. Argentine cuisine is world-renowned, and there's
no better way to learn how to cook it than by taking a cooking class.
There are many different cooking classes available in Buenos Aires, so
you can find one that fits your skill level and interests.

Learn to dance tango. Tango is a beautiful and sensual dance, and it's
a great way to meet locals and learn about Argentine culture. There
are many different tango schools in Buenos Aires, so you can find one
that fits your schedule and budget.

Buenos Aires is a city that has something to offer everyone. Whether you're
looking for history, culture, or nightlife, you're sure to find it in this vibrant
metropolis. And with so many hidden gems to discover, you'll never get
bored.

So what are you waiting for? Book your flight to Buenos Aires today and
start planning your adventure.
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